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Cautions:

Please cut off the load equipment before connecting to UPS, then turn on
the equipment from sequence with big load to small load.

Connect UPS to the special socket with current protection.

All the power sockets should connect with earth wire.

UPS output sockets may with current no matter it is connecting to the utility
power socket or not, UPS off is not assure the component without current.
In order to cut off the UPS output, please cancel the utility power supply
then turn off the UPS.

It is suggested to charge batteries 8 hours for standard type UPS. UPS is
automatic charging whenever power is connected. It can be used at once
even without charging, but the back up time will be less then the standard
value.

When connecting inductive load equipments to UPS such as motor ,
monitor, laser printer etc., because their start up power are too big, the
estimated capacity of load should be as same as start up power. Start up
power is two to five times as regular capacity which based on the load
characteristic.(More details please read the chapter 2 “DESCRIPTION OF
APPEARANCE”)

7 INSTALLATION.

Put the UPS in ventilated area, kept it away from water, combustible gas and
corrosive.

Keep UPS upright and all the vent holes on panels opened.

Keep temperature around UPS in degree of 0 to 40℃ ℃.

If transfer the UPS from hot space to cold space, condensation of water trop
will happen, please ensure the  inside and outside of UPS are totally dry ,
otherwise it will cause short circuit and damage the UPS.

Please put the UPS near to the utility power input sockets, in order to cut off
the utility power in emergency situation.
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